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Members at the Annual General Meeting held on the 28 of January.
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club glider and seven private or syndicate owned
gliders.

PRESIDENT’S
COLUMN

With our active and competent committee we should
be able to develop and implement such a plan, while
ever maintaining the priority of enjoying our flying.
Congratulations are due to Mart Bosman for
qualifying as an Air Experience Instructor during
February.

Allow me to introduce myself as the Club’s new
President as we enter a new phase in our
development.

On membership, we are sorry that one of our long
term supporters, Geoff Lumb of Geelong has
announced his retirement from gliding and has
resigned from the Club. We wish Geoff well in his
future life.

After decades of consolidation and support from
Manfred and Ray, the Club has had a period of
growth in activity, stimulated by new members
coming into the Club with enthusiasm, a wide range
of valuable skills, and lots of gliding experience.

On the other hand, we welcome Bill Brooks, of
Wandiligong, and formerly of Tasmania, as a new full
member. Bill flew gliders in Tasmania in the 1990s
and is also a current paraglider pilot.

The growth in flying activity, membership, social
activity and aircraft numbers has occurred during the
Presidency of Andrew Evans which crowned his long
and valuable service as a member of the Club’s
committee of management. With Andrews’s
retirement as President, I have taken on that role.
We know that Andrew will continue to be active in
Club affairs while he moves to Albury to take up a
new role with his employer.
My task will be to collate and consolidate the plans
and ideas of the members to develop and define a
three year plan for the club, which addresses the
challenges we face.
Most of which are positive and consequent to our
growth – for example the fleet has gone from one
club glider and two privately owned gliders, to one
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Operations
Controlled Airspace
Recent good weather has allowed our pilots to cruise
at altitudes around 10,000 ft and fly significant
distances from Mt Beauty. It is timely to remind pilots
that there is Class C controlled airspace to the north
and northwest of Mt Beauty and that you are required
to either remain outside the controlled airspace or
obtain an “airways clearance” from Air Traffic Control
to operate in that airspace.
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The closest and most significant Class C airspace
close to Mt Beauty is that covering Mt Buffalo, with a
lower level of 8,500 ft. As you go closer to Albury this
steps down to 4500 ft and lower as you get closer to
Albury.
If you want clearance to operate in this airspace you
have to call Melbourne Control on 125.2 MHz and
request an “airways clearance”. For controlled
airspace below 8,500ft closer to Albury you have to
contact “Albury Tower” on 124.2 MHz. Sometimes at
weekends the Albury Tower is not active and you
may not receive a reply.
You would normally request a block clearance
covering the area you want to operate in, the
minimum and maximum altitude, and the time
from/to. You have to have received the clearance
before you actually enter the airspace and you have
to exit the airspace prior to the expiry time of the
clearance.
When flying in or near controlled airspace you should
always have sight of the ground, be fully aware of
your location, maintain a listening watch on the
required ATC frequency and comply with ATC
instructions, and carry a map showing the controlled
airspace. An extract from the Melbourne Visual
Navigation Chart (VNC) showing controlled airspace
near Mt Beauty is shown at The Tail End. You
should also look at the Albury Visual Terminal Chart
(VTC). Both the Melbourne VNC and the Albury VTC
are available from Airservices Australia at
www.airservicesaustralia.com .

•

Always pick up and take away any pieces of
winch wire that may be generated after fixing a
winch tangle or a cable break repair.

•

Always remove any rubbish due to our
operations.

•

Always restore the electric fence when closing
the gate at the end of a day’s operations.

Ian Cohn
Chief Flying Instructor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Epistle
Australia Day Weekend 2007
A contingent from GCV visited for the Australia day
weekend for the 26th to the 28th of January, 2007.
Notable GCV members attending were, among
others, Jim Barton, Peter Presneil, John King,
George Vasiliadis, and Victorian RTO/Ops, Ken
Boland, who also conducted our biennial Operations
check on this weekend.

Instructor Mark Bland is our expert on obtaining
clearance and flying gliders in controlled airspace.
You should get a briefing from him prior to venturing
into controlled airspace with a clearance.
Entering controlled airspace where you don’t have a
clearance is illegal and dangerous to other airspace
users, is regarded very seriously by the club, the
GFA, and Air Traffic Control and may incur
suspension of flying privileges and serious legal
penalties.
Paddock Operations
Club members are reminded that, thanks to the
generosity of Angie and Don Rigoni, we can station
our winch in their paddock, and this allows much
better launch heights than would otherwise be
possible.

Mark Bland and Ken Boland observing operations
on the Australia day weekend.

Pre AGM Social Evening
The pre AGM Social evening was held at 135
Simmonds Creek Rd Tawonga South on Saturday,
27th January to welcome our visitors from GCV.
Thanks to every one for helping to make this night a
success. Here a some pictures from the evening:

With this privilege, we have an obligation to make
sure that we cause minimum disruption to their
farming operations.
In particular,
•

Only drive the retrieve vehicles on the worn
track. Don’t compact any more ground than is
absolutely necessary for our operations.

•

Treat the cattle with respect and don’t frighten
them.

•

If cattle are in the paddock, close the gate
whenever there is no club member in the
paddock at the winch.
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Newly installed President Rod Harris congratulating Mart Bosman
on his winch driver of the year award.

The election of the Committee for 2007 saw Andrew
Evans step down as President. Rod Harris was
elected as President and the other office holders
were reelected.
Mart Bosman won the winch driver of the year award
for the second year in a row. Mart drove the winch
for 158 (24%) out of a total of 653 winch launches for
the year.
Corryong Trip
Mark Bland is asking for Expressions of Interest from
members for a trip to Corryong coinciding with the
“Man from Snowy River Festival” 31st March to 1st of
April. Call Mark on 0417 565 514.
Annual General Meeting

Contributions to Alpine Flyer

A smaller number than usual attended the meeting
which was presided over by Andrew Evans on
Sunday morning 28th January. Andrew presented his
last (for the time being) President’s Report
commenting on the good results achieved during
2006, both in flying activity and in financial terms.

This is your Newsletter, so let’s have your
contributions. Send them to the Editor at
glide@mtbeauty.com. Photographs, stories of your
gliding/aviation experiences, equipment reviews, and
“how I learned about flying from that” stories are all
welcome. If you can’t use email, send contributions
to the Editor at Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC, 3699.

The Treasurer’s report showed that the net assets of
the Club increased markedly during the year with our
flying income allowing us to increase our equity in the
IS-28 two-seater by another 15 percent to 90 percent.
The IS-28 flew 258 hours during 2006, a
considerable improvement on the previous year when
186 hours were recorded.
Factors leading to this result were the considerable
amount of AEF flying done notably during the
January 2006 tourist season, long weekends during
the year, and the number of special events organised
during the year including the visit to Corryong, the
30th Birthday weekend, the Pearson group visit and
the Great Victorian Bike Ride.
Another factor was the increase in flying activity by
members. Several FAI badge legs were gained
notably by Andrew Evans and Ian Douglas. The
excursions to both Corryong and to Lockhart also led
to a lot of flying activity. The Club Pilatus syndicate
also did a lot of flying.
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Treasurer’s Talk
Hours and Launches
We had some good flying in February although a few
days were fizzers regarding operations mainly due to
rain, overcast conditions and adverse winds. During
January we flew on 6 days, with flying being
occasionally limited by heavy smoke haze, and in
February we flew on 10 days.
In January, the IS-28 flew 13 hours in 8 flights for an
average flight time of 1 hour 40 minutes, and in
February 22 hours in 26 flights for an average flight
time of 50 minutes.
At press time we had accumulated 148 hours on the
IS-28 for 174 launches since the start of this soaring
season (128 hours from 233 flights last season at the
same date).
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Max Arrives In Style

IS-28 hours at press time

Payments
The best way for members to deposit money into
their MBGC accounts is via internet banking or by
direct credit. This saves the Treasurer a trip to the
bank to deposit cheques and cash. When doing this
please remember to add your name to the deposit
details so that the Treasurer knows which account to
credit with the money.

Geoff Lucas, Max and Rex Lucas at the airfield.

Friend of MBGC, and stalwart of the Wagga Gliding
Club, Max Thompson, recently flew into Mt Beauty
for a social visit, arriving with Rex Lucas and Max’s
long time friend Geoff Lucas in Rex’s Robinson
helicopter. After having morning tea with the CFI,
Max and party flew off to Beechworth.
Shoulder to the Wheel?

The Club’s bank account details are:- Commonwealth
Bank; BSB 063 645 Account number 10038751.

Life member, Manfred Rueff, has suffered an injury
to his shoulder which will require surgery and he will
be out of action for a number of weeks. Get better
soon Manfred.

Mt Beauty Foodworks "Spirit of the Community" fund

Geoff Retires

Mt Beauty Gliding Club points
were 1261 as at 4th of March.

Geoff Lumb, a long time supporter of the Club, has
retired from gliding. Geoff recently won several days
at the Horsham competition flying his DG505 and is
quitting at his peak. Good luck for the future Geoff.

When purchasing any items from the Mt Beauty
Foodworks supermarket make sure that you put your
points to the Gliding Club – code 1060.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Maintenance Matters
Winch Maintenance

Ian Cohn - Treasurer.

Members and Friends News.
Ian in the Red Centre
Ian Douglas reports that he is settling into a new
career flying helicopters at Alice Springs and Ayers
Rock.

Phill Glasson, our Ground maintenance coordinator,
reports that good progress has been made with
maintenance of ground equipment. All areas
identified in the last newsletter have been addressed
to some degree.

Phill and Ivan smiling after their flight.
Ian and daughter with his Robinson helicopter.
Alpine Flyer March 2007
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The winch continues to require more effort to
maintain, and to that end Ivan Clarke of Clarke
Automotive (Wodonga) has kindly consented to give
us not only the benefit of his wisdom, but also to
donate a refurbished carburetor, distributor, and other
small items to help make the 302 winch engine easier
to start, more economical, and more powerful, and to
fit them in his most professional manner. Needless
to say we are very appreciative. After Ivan's close
look at the winch, he enjoyed a 40 minute
"appreciation" flight with Phill Glasson.
While there is on-going work to do to keep our aircraft
launched and retrieved with a minimum of fuss, we
have made good progress to date. If you see
something that needs attention, please let Phill
know so that it can be prioritised and addressed as
appropriate.

27th February 2007 - BB, IC, and MP crewed. Early
in the afternoon warm unstable but overcast
conditions with calm to 5 kt variable breezes
produced variable thermals peaking at 3 m/s to
cloudbase at around 6,000 ft. Later a 10 kt
southeasterly wind precluded further flights. Total
flight time was 42m from 1 flight for the IS-28.
25th February 2007 - BB, IC, MBd, MP, MR, AE,
and MBn flew the IS-28, Pilatus and Blanik. Warm
unstable conditions with calm to 5 kt variable breezes
produced variable thermals peaking at 4 m/s to
cloudbase at around 8,000 ft. Total flight time was 9h
41m from 7 flights.

While the MBGC winch is being given some TLC,
Mike and Mark have given the Club the use of their
winch. The cable on this winch was replaced by
Mark, Mike and Ian on Saturday the 24th of February.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

MBGC Current Fees and Charges
Member
Assoc
GFA
Full
Social
Category
-iate
Visitor
Debenture
$500
$250
Nil
Nil
Joining Fee
$100
$50
Nil
Nil
Annual Fee
$100
$50
$25
Nil
Winch Launch
$10
$13
$13 1
$15
IS-28 Flt Fee
$0.40 $0.50
$0.50 2
$0.60
Per Minute
1
5 launches per annum only - $15 per launch after 5.
2
2 hours per annum only - $0.60/min after 2 hours.
For MBGC members, flight time charges cease for
flight time beyond two hours.
Air Experience flight fees are $60 for winch launch for
the first ten minutes and $2 per minute after that.
Add $50 for Aerotow launch.
GFA membership fees
Annual

$187

Three Month

$60

Family Annual

$151

Three day

$10

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MBGC Diary
3rd March 2007 - PGn, IC, MBn and MBd crewed
using the Pilatus, Libelle, and IS-28. The afternoon
started off with hot clear conditions and a northwesterly breeze, but overcast conditions developed
later. There were weak to moderate thermals
peaking at 6 kt to an inversion at around 7,500 ft.
Later weak wave conditions with up to 3 kt lift
developed allowing heights of 10,000 ft. MBd flew
the Libelle out to Corryong and return. Total flight
time was 13h 51m from 4 flights.
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The two Bills had good flights on 25 February.

24th February 2007 - MBd, and MP flew the Blanik
after replacing the cable on the syndicate winch.
After a rain band went through Mt Beauty there were
no thermals available and winds were calm. Total
flight time was 8m from 1 flight.
18th February 2007 - IC, MBd, MP, MR, and MBn
flew the IS-28, Pilatus and Blanik. Warm unstable
conditions with a calm to 5 kt northwesterly breeze
produced variable narrow gusty thermals peaking at
5 m/s to cloudbase at around 10,000 ft. with over
development occurring later. Total flight time was 7h
28m from 6 flights.
17th February 2007 - IC, PGn, MBd, MP, MR, and
MBn flew the IS-28, Pilatus and Blanik. The Furphy
Bikers from Bairnsdale took AEFs. Warm unstable
conditions with a 5 kt northwesterly breeze produced
variable narrow gusty thermals peaking at 5 m/s to
cloudbase at around 9,000 ft. with over development
occurring later. Total flight time was 9h 19m from 13
flights.
16th February 2007 – MR and IC crewed using the
IS-28 for an AEF. Warm unstable conditions with a 5
kt northwesterly breeze produced variable narrow
gusty thermals peaking at 6 m/s to cloudbase at
around 9,000 ft. with over development occurring
later. Total flight time was 1h 31m from 1 flight.
10th February 2007 - MBn, MBd, MP, BB, IC and
RH flew the Blanik, IS-28 and Pilatus. Warm
unstable conditions with a 5-10 kt northwesterly
breeze produced good thermals peaking at 6 m/s to
cloudbase which rose from around 7,000 to 10,000 ft
during the day. Total flight time was 13h 03m from 5
flights.
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4th February 2007 - MBn, MBd, MP, PGn and GH
flew the Blanik, IS-28 and Pilatus. Hot conditions to
42 deg C produced good thermals. Total flight time
was 6h 00m from 6 flights.
3rd February 2007 - MBd, PGn, and MP flew the
Libelle and IS-28. There were good thermals to well
above 10,000 ft. MBd flew out to Mt Kosciusko and
return again. Total flight time was 6h 27m from 6
flights.

changed to stronger south westerly winds during the
afternoon curtailing launches. There were good
thermals up to a 10,000ft cloud base and wave to
much higher. Total flight time was 6h 14m from 4
flights.

Colibri Data Logger
John Mason, a member of Leeton Gliding club has
kindly agreed to lend MBGC his Colibri Data Logger
which is approved for FAI badge flight claims.
Mark Bland negotiated with John for this loan and
will be in charge of modifying club gliders to accept
fitment of the Colibri unit. Members wanting to use
the Colibri should book its use with Ian Cohn.

Mark’s picture of Mt Kosciusko

Mark’s picture of Dartmouth Lake .

2nd February 2007 - MBd, and MBn flew the Libelle,
and IS-28. There were good thermals to above
10,000 ft. MBd flew out to Mt Kosciusko and return
after launching at around 16:00. Total flight time was
6h 43m from 2 flights.
29th January 2007 - MBd, MP, and RH flew the
Libelle, IS-28 and Pilatus. Upper westerly winds and
unstable air gave good thermals to a variable
cloudbase above 9,000 ft and there was wave lift to
well over 10,000 ft. Total flight time was 10h 01m
from 3 flights.
28th January 2007 - MBd, MBn, IC, RH and AE flew
the Blanik, IS-28 and Pilatus. Westerly winds and
unstable air gave good thermals to a variable
cloudbase above 7,000 ft. Later there was wave lift
to over 10,000 ft. Total flight time was 10h 40m from
8 flights.

The control unit of the Colibri.

For more information on the Colibri data logger have
a look at :
www.lxnavigation.si/avionics/products/colibri.cfm and
users.goldengate.net/~tmrent/soar/docs/135/Colibri.h
tm
Mark Bland used the Colibri on his flight to Corryong
and return on 3rd of March and the resulting track plot
is shown below:
This overlay was generated using the GPS Visualizer
website www.gpsvisualizer.com .

26th January 2007 - MBd, MBn, MP and AE flew the
Blanik, IS-28 and Pilatus. North westerly winds
Alpine Flyer March 2007
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Mark’s track, taken from the Colibri Data logger overlayed on a Google Earth map.

The Tail End
Old Mates Week
Fly with your Friends and Old Mates
The Gliding Club of Victoria at Benalla advises that
“Old Mates Week” will be held from 26th to 30th March
at Benalla featuring:•

Dinner - on Wednesday evening – bookings
essential.
•
Mystery tour Thursday with John King.
•
Flying – Call Jim Barton on 03 9309 4412
All pilots and friends welcome.
Call Rhonda on 03 5762 1058 for more details.
Hosted by GCV, Box 46, Benalla, VIC, 3672
World speed Record
As reported in at www.glidingmagazine.com :
New World Record claims recently received by
the FAI include :
Class D (Gliders) / Claim number : 14390
Sub-class : DO - Open Class Gliders
General Category
Type of record : Distance using up to 3 turn points
Course/location : Zapala (ARG)
Performance : 2412.4 km
Pilot : Klaus OHLMANN (GER)
Crew : Keisuke EGUCHI (JPN)
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Glider : Schempp-Hirth Nimbus 4 DM
Date: 01.01.2007
Current record : 2193.1 km (03.12.2005 - Diether
MEMMERT, GER)
Class D (Gliders) / Claim number : 14392
Sub-class : DO - Open Class Gliders
General Category
Type of record : Speed over an out-and-return course
of 500 km
Course/location : Zapala (ARG)
Performance : 306.8 km/h
Pilot : Klaus OHLMANN (GER)
Crew : Matias Garcia MAZZARO (ARG)
Glider : Schempp-Hirth Nimbus 4 DM
Date: 22.12.2006
Current record : 247.49 km/h (03.03.1999 - James M.
John Roake’s World News comment as reported by
Gliding and Motorgliding International was:“QUESTIONS ASKED? Klaus Ohlmann's latest
Argentinian world record (22.12.2006) (500 km at 306
km/h) has sent the gliding web chat pages into a
frenzy. This could be the first world record above
300 km/h and for the fastest glider flight made under
FAI rules. What has got most pilots up in arms is that
the Nimbus 4DM has a VNE of 275 km/hr.
Ohlmann's flight was at an average 306 km/hr, 190
mph = 165 knots. More on this to come, I would
venture to say!”
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Controlled Airspace Around Mt Beauty
This is an extract from the Visual Navigation Chart valid from 23NOV06.
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